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Good Day and Greetings from ABHAYA !

Hope everyone of you are leading the life with peace and harmony. Hope whenever we see mails from 

ABHAYA, we would be sparing some time to read and try to do something from our end. Please remember 

abhaya knows how cumbersome is the lives of Middle Class people like you and me( barring few amongst 

us) but when we share some communications with all of you, our intention is not to bother you about 

Money…

Sometimes while doing our might we can share this with the like minded people in our circle.
We can share with our colleagues to check whether they can do something for the support. 
We can impress up on our employers to do the needful based on the merits of each case. 
We can search for how do we be in a position to help the needy with our contacts. 
We can start praying for the wellbeing of people who are in dare need of help as “Dikku lenivaniki Devuude 

Dikku”( if there is no direction to someone in the life then GOD alone will be his direction) 

Is another real story of a mother of a small girl who is in deliberate need of helping hands and hearts for 

the better living!

This family is from Vijayawada of AP and being brought to ABHAYA's notice by CS. Thirupal George, 

Company Secretary, Bangalore seeking all our help. Ms. Jyothi is a house wife. Her small family consists of 

3 members, herself, husband Mr. Sandaka Raja and litter daughter baby Maanasa. Raj works (Tinkering 

Jobs- hammering ) for small road side engineering shop on daily wages. He earns about Rs.150/- per day. 

They live in a small (10 x10 ft) cement sheeted house (Sandaka Raja, 1-3//4-10, Arukulavari Street, 

Naalugu Stambala Center, Vidyadharpura, Vijayawada -520012) given by his father, which is situated 

over the gutter of hills of Indrikiladri  where goddess Durga reside providing abhaya to all the world. 

Jyothi's father is Mutta Cooly (Hamali) who works in old town, Vijayawada earns per day around Rs.100/- 

per day..
 
She is surviving with God's will all these days as her 2 kidneys are gone long back. She did not know what 

is wrong with her health. Manipal Hospitals, Bangalore seen her and informed their family to immediately 

go for kidney transplantation ( at least one) it is almost couple of months back they came to know the sad 

situation. The total cost of operation (including staying etc) would be around Rs.5 lacs and Rs. 2 lacs would 

be reimbursed through ArogyaSree Scheme of AP Govt and rest needs to be arranged ! but the question 

before them is who is prepared to give kidney to her…it was her loving father came forward to give his 

kidney as he is also daily cooly  and he cannot afford to pay any more money for daughter's health.

Jyothi...
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Dear friends! 

Right now this sister is being brought to the notice of ABHAYA…seeing her fate made 
us to shed tears…just thinking that god is residing in our hearts, we decided to 
circulate this story to you all seeking your help. It is not matter how much you wanted 
to spare, as collectively we can still do whatever is needed. Our beloved CS.Thirupal 
also trying his best to do the needful for this family from Bengaluru.

Your kind hearted little help will surely infuse life to one family. See if we can do 
something for Ms.Jyothi. she wo uld be coming to hyderabad to be admitted in a 
Hospital as per Arogya Sree Scheme of AP and abhaya would take up the 
responsibility to do the needful at Hyderabad till she is discharged from the hospital.

corpus?

Some people were suggesting ABHAYA to pool appropriate corpus for such 
activities…but more than building the corpus we are interested to build the lives 
wherever it is possible. If someone is really interested to  do something for the corpus 
they are most welcome to do the same.

Please Remember ! 

Whatever we are trying to do is purely with the passion to do good work as it is God's 
Work. No matter even if you are not able to do anything in the said regard…do 
whatever is best possible at your end as mentioned in the  second paragraph

abhaya 
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“Fill the brain with high thoughts , 
highest ideals, place them day and night before you, 

and out of that will come great work” 
- Swamy Vivekananda


